
 

 

 

 
Abstract

Metribuzin and ametrine are herbicides of broad and common use in mexican agriculture. However, there is scarse information on

their toxicity and mutagenicity in human and animals. Therefore, the effects caused by these herbicides were evaluated with and

withouth metabolic activation ( in vivo plant activation) using human peripheral blood lymphocytes culture. The lymphocyte

proliferation kinetics (LPK), the replication (RI) and mitotic (MI) indexes were also endpoints to evaluate the cellular effects of these

herbicides with and withouth plant activation ( Vicia faba). The results suggest that these triazines were able to cause cytotoxic

effects but in higher level when these herbicides were applied directly to human lymphocytes. Low concentrations of metribuzin in

direct treatments were more cytotoxic than ametrine, because the cells of third division and the MI decreased when concentrations

increased. The metabolic activation ( in vivoplant activation) of these herbicides suggested the participation of the homoglutatione

and the compound 2hidroxyametrine on the LPK, RI and MI. It was observed that several of the herbicides concentrations with

plant activation caused the decrease of cells of first division and the increase of the frequency of cells of third division, besides the

decrease of the MI in the human peripheral blood lymphocytes culture.
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